IK-72W MULTI-II™
Multi Use Magnetic Rail Carriage
Features & Benefits

All position welding and cutting
The IK-72W Multi-II can be used for straight welding,
plasma or oxy-fuel cutting while riding along the 1D rail
affixed with ultra strong magnets in order to perform
vertical processes.



Permanent Magnetic or Suction Cup Track
Secures track to plate; allows track to be
used vertically.



Three Rail Options Available
Aluminum rail; makes accurate straight cuts;
extendable track allows welding of longer
parts. 2 and 3 dimensional rails.



Clutch Lever
Releases side rollers to allow quick
positioning of machine on rail.



Rack and Pinion
Provide steady consistent motion in both
vertical and horizontal welds



Welding and Cutting Processes
Weld



Machine Function Dial
Used to easily manipulate machine functions
from one single source. Developed by
welders to be functional and easy to
understand.



Back Step Function
Automatically pauses machine for dwell then
backs up to finish crater cap.



Limit Switch Function
Besides the standard shutoff function, the
limit switches also have a “move to position”
function which allows the operator to
position the machine by simply pushing the
limit switch in the direction of the desired
movement (Patent Pending)



Weaving Control Unit (Optional)
Plug and play weaving attachment can be
added to your machine without the need for
any additional interfacing or costly operating
controls.



Light weight at 5.5 kg (12.1 lbs) (Welding);
7.6kg (16.7 lbs) (Weaving)
Makes transport and setup easier

Made of aluminum alloy, the IK-72W Multi-II is light
weight, easy to use and simply built better.

Options
WU-5R Pendulum Weaving unit increasing welding deposition with fewer passes.
An integrated weave system which mounts directly to your existing machine does not require
a separate pendant or interface cables. Utilizes an advanced control system for ease of use.
Allows operators to determine swing, width and SCR dwell times.
• Weaving speed (*): 400-1500 mm/min
• Weaving widths (*): 0-100.0 mm/min
• Stop timer (left/center/right): 0.0 - 10.0 seconds

300L Oxy-fuel Torch Set

Add oxy-fuel cutting up to 12” thick
(1/6 -12 in (3-300mm) with 100 series tips)

Plasma Option

Add plasma cutting
(Requires non-high frequency systems with machine interface and 1 3/8” machine torch).

Designed and built for extreme work conditions


TACK welding is now standard
The new multi function controller allows operators to switch
from continuous welding to stitch welding with a simple turn of
the function dial.



Excellent durability
Maintenance free, single piece aluminum die cast body protected by copper heat shields. Resists slag penetration due to their
normal cooling traits.



Low Center of gravity
Provides stable performance even while climbing a vertical
surface.



Sealed non-ferrous casting
Die-cast body with stainless steel bottom plate ensures all drive
mechanisms are completely sealed from heat and elements
commonly found in the welding environment.



Dust proof electrical switches
Reduces the impact of dust and other contaminants
from entering costly electrical components.



Limit switches at each end of the carriage
Automatic shutdown at the end of the weld. Limit
switches can be used to adjust machine starting
position by pressing in the direction you would like to
travel.

Application Guide

Type of Application

Perform consistent welds every time no matter what
your experience is. With constant tip to work distance
being automatically configured by the machine; the
only thing to monitor is your wire feed rate and your
carriage speed.

Standard Feature or Option
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